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Farnsworth House from the Fox River 
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AT THE FARNSWORTH HOUSE 

In 1988, ncarly twenty years after his mentor's death, lhe cu:chj··

teet Edward A. Duckett remembered an afternoon outing with 

Mies van del' .Rohe: 

One /.ime we were on/. a.t I,he Farnsworth l1onse, and Mies 

a.nd several, oIns deci,ded to t{lalk down to rhe fi,ver's edge. 

So we were cu.uing a pn/,h tJuough t,he weeds. 1 waS lcctd

ing Q,nd Mi,es WQ.S right: behind me. RighI- infl'Ont. DIme J 

saw a,YonngposslJ.JJl.. rryou fake Q, sti·ck and put: i,t, u.ndera 

ronng possnrn 's I,ai,/" i.1, wa/, cu.rl. il.s tai.l a.ronnd I.he S/,I:cJC 

Q.nd yon wn ho/·d ii, upside down. So J re(l,cJ~ed down, 

pi.cl~ed up a branch, s/.nck 1:/, under /.hi,s Ut.t.],e passu-m 's f;ail. 
and i,/, caughl, 011.1:0 i.t and I wrned. aronnd and. showed. U, 

to Mi,es. Now, tlll:s ani.mal i.s rhoughl, b:ynwl~)'/'O be one of 

the worl.d. 's ugl.i.es/" bu.l, 1 remem.ber Mies looked nl, i.f, Q,nd. 
saJ·d, "/sn 'I, nat.nrewondel.frd!" So he sf,ndl:ed.l,ha/, possum 

for some ti,me and. commenred on how nnusna./. i,l. WQ.S. 

How beau.tY!l'!' i.tsfir/'was, t:he te.r:ture ofi,t, and so on. 
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I-laving visited the Farnsworth House and puzzled ovcr its 

strange effects,] read Edward Duckett's reminiscence witha bark 

of recognition. Mies, I had thought, was the quintessential urban 

architect: of Berlin and Chicago, Neue Nationalgalerie and Seagram 

Tower, Kniz.e suits and Havana cigars. Yet here he is, standing in 

riverbank reeds and staring at a possum. Granted, Mies does not 

touch the possum. Duckett holds the possum up at the end of 

a stick and frames it for Mies's contemplation. And notice what 

attracts Mies's attention: i.t is the fur notthe form, a dense forest 

of coarse hair bristling with brown and tan tones. 

Duckett's stolT, I realized, evokes the Farnsworth House's drama 

of immersion. Duckett's stick and frame recall the central archi·· 

tectural activity of drawing: the stick, now a pencil, describes a 

frame, now a building, which affords a particular view of the 

world. It is this intertwining of drawing, building, and nature that 

is so pronounced at the Farnsworth House. Pronounced and 

made strange. Drawing erases a positivist approach to building 

technology and, iuturn, the natural world deflects, absorbs, and, 

fmally, floods the frame of drawing. 

= 
Mies drew, always. As a young man in the provincial city of 

Aachen at the turn of the century, Mies apprenticed as a drafts

man to local. plaster shops and became adept at full··scale tem·· 

plates of elaborate interior ornament. Mies was eager for more 

cosmopolitan opportunities and moved to Berlin ill 1905, where 

his drawing facility gained him entry to the architectural office of 

Raul Paul, a follower of the English Arts and Crafts Movement, 

and later the more progressive offIce of Peter Behrens. In bot.h 

off1ces, Mies produced copious sets of construction documents. 

Internships led to his own prosperous conventional practice, one 

t.hat Mies outgrew in the 1920S while developing a series of ex-
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traordinary pro.iects·-·~villas, apartment blocks, skyscrapers--··mos1 

of which are known to us only through his stunning renderings. 

Even in the 1930s, ·when Mies assumed the directorship of a 

declining Bauhaus, he developed a design pedago6ry that focused 

on the methodical development of courtyard houses through 

perspective drawings. 
Notwithstanding Mies's prodigious efforts as an autodidact, 

we could argue that drawing was the only residue of Mies's rap

prochement with the "world that survived the rising tide of Na

tional Socialism in Germany and his flight to the United States. 

Reticent, yet an astute self-· promoter, Mies relinquished the only 

language he knew. Temperamentally remote, but fmancially de

pendent upon his estranged \v1fe Ada Bruhn and professionally 

dependent upon the designer Lilly lteieh, Mies drifted from wife 

and partner. Avant-garde, but indulged by wealthy patrons and, 

more grudgingly, municipal organizations, Mies watched both 

founder and sink. SuspiCiOUS of aesthetic doctrine, but a leading 

cultural f1gure in the \Veimar Republic, Mies found himself 

scuttled-without any means of publication and with only a few 

scattered colleag-ues. Wary of polit.ical affIliations, yet reluctant 

to leave the country that had afforded his rise from stonecutter's 

son to preeminent: architeet, Mies clung to Germany until he, 

too, was culpable. Belatedly, in 1938, Mies landed ashore the 

vel:Y countJJ t.hat. would overwhelm his own. Drawing, however, 

survived intact. 

Granted, Mies shared a kinship withAmerican shape-shifters 

even before arriving in the United States. Mies had recreated his 

persona twice before: upon leaving Aachen for Berlin, and upon 

discarding family, conventional practice, and his given name for 

the Weimar avant-garde. Once in the States, Mies established 

himself in Chicago, with the campus commission and academic 

communityoftheArmour 1nstitute (later the Illinois Institute of 

Technology, or lIT), and, in New York City, with the support 
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of Philip Johnson and the cultural impril'natuJ' oflhc Museum of 

ModernAr!. 

Thus landed and provisioned, however, M ics confronted t\VO 

more challenges, In the 19:40S, Mies had championed glass and 

steel technologies in his terse rnanifestos and had abstracted 

them in his visionary projects. Glass and steel were the quotidian 

facts of construction in the United States, Although Mies'sAmer·· 

ican persona became that of a master builder, he had built com," 

parativcly little in Europe, and what he had built, conventional 

construction practices had compromised. Often repeating the 

vmrd "structure" like a mantra to his young Oi'flCC assistants in 

Chicago, Mies, these assistants soon realized, knew little about 

statics or the advanced state of the American steel industry. 

Even rnoredaunting, Frank Lloyd Wdgb.t: loomed large. Wright's 

Taliesin fiefdom was only a cardrive away, al1d\Xlright's recent ar·· 

chitecture pulled into an uncomfortable proximity. While Mics's 

canonical projects had absorbed and reconfigured Wright's early 

Prairie houses, Wright now returned the favor; his Usonian houses 

drew upon the planar composition of Mies's Barcelona Pavilion. 

Wright was a generation older than Mies and was uncharacteris

tically dcferentialto his younger colleague, a cordiality that Mies 

returned. Yet their relationship was not without its contentious 

sparks or its Oedipal underto·w. A deft player during his Weimar 

years, Mies could have held few illusions of competing against 

America's premier 11<ltive architect in Wright's own backyard. 

Now in his fifties, Mies had to learn 10 speak again, and it was not 

the English language that concerned him. 

Mies was faced with a new mode of building and he faced it with 

the only means at his disposal~drawjng. The extensive conllnis-· 

sion of the lIT campus provided the opportunity 1,0 develop a new 

tectonic and the relaxed eonstruction schedule of the war years 

afforded the time. In countless meticulous perspectives, Mies 

and his assistants calibrated the nuances of the steel frame: con-
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struction detail, bUilding envelope, and visual effccts. The stec1 

frame beeame the scaffolding of these perspective drawings, its 

orthogOtl<ll J'cg-ularity articulating the steady measure of a per'~ 

spective grid. 11: was as if Mies entered the full-scale drawings of 

his Aaehen youth, drawings that he described extending "from 

noo]' 1.0 ceiling ... you had to stand squarely in front of them and 

draw not just by turning your hand hut by swinging your whole 

ann." Bavingentered the drawing, we might ask, How could Mies 

extend the drawi ng into the surrounding landscape? 

To proceed, we must distinguish between two term.S: hof'i,zon 

hne and 11.Ol'i,%on. Horizon line is a technical lenn that refers to the 

line set ,11: eye level in a perspective drawing and to which all the 

deflning lines of the drawing project. The horizon, on lhe other 

hand, is an oceurrence in the physical'world and refers to the ap'· 

parent intersection of the earih and sky as seen by an observer. 

While a horizon Hne in a drawing might correspond to thehorizon, 

such a drawing locks observer and horizon into a stable corre-' 

spondenee. Horizon as an occurrence in the physical \yorld, in 

conlrast, is dynamic and has an ambiguous relationship to the 

observer. Dehning boundaries, the horizon recedes as one advances 

upon it; observable. the horizon cannot be preciscly located; 

changing with one's position. the horizon rernains remote; 

defming the fl.11.itude of terra {u'ma, the horizon extends into an 

infmite celestial expanse. 

Might. then a building operate as a perspective drawing does, 

not only to gauge interior space but also to exlend its orthogonal 

order into the landscape and conscript the landscape's horizon as 

its own horizon line? Mies exploited just this possibility in his 

European residences, reducing the landscape to an attentive re

sponse to lhe residences' spatial logic. Watching the IITbuildings 

under construction, however, Mies could not have escaped an·· 

other observation: a steel frame can silua1.e itself so that the sur

rounding landscape resists rather than complies \vith the frame, 
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rubbing up against it and erasing its horizon line. And with that 

erasure, a vCIT different experience floods the building. 

A weekend house is, among other things, an ideal project for 

exploring the relationship between frame and nature. Like its 

historic precedent, the villa, the weekend house negotiates its 

natural surroundings, a relationship reinforced by the simplicity 

of its program and thematically underscored by the oceupant's 

trip from city to country. Although Mies probably did not need 

the additional license, and Dr. Edith Farnsworth later regretted 

offering it, she encouraged Mies to design the house as if he were 

designing it for himself. 

Dr. Farnsworth had purchased a ten-acre lot outside Plano, 

Illinois, a small farming community sixty miles south of Chicago. 

The lot was broader east to west than north to south, country roads 

bounded it along the north (River Road) and west (Millbrook), 

and the Fox River bounded it to the south. Although farmers had 

deared the site in the previous century, handsome sycamores, 

oaks, and maples still lined the river's edge and a second decidu

ous growth shielded the site from both roads while giving way to 

a clearing in the center that in turn opened to fIelds to the east. 

Fortunately, the unremitting horizontality of the agrarian plat 

dropped, steeply at fll'S!, to the Fox River. 

It was on this northern hillside that Dr. Farnsworth and Mies 

picnicked during the spring and summer of 1947 and, ovel'look

ingthesite, discussed the placement of the house. Thus ensconced, 

they approximated the siting of Mies's earlier European resi

dences. In his flrst independent commission, the Riehl House of 

1906, Mies crowned the site's high ground with a domestic block, 

developed the near landscape as garden extensions of interior 

spaces, and extended to the distant horizon with the projecting 
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Riehl House 
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Tugendhat House 
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lines of tbe belvedere's frJnle. M ies J allowed a similar strategy in 

his last European building, the Tugendhat J-louse of 1929--"1930. 

Mics reworked t.he Hiehl House's architect.onie garden twice: 

'with the stark steel frame of a terrace pergolA and the dreamlike 

vi1.l'inc of a winter garden. Similarly, he doubled the rUehl bel-

vcdere at. the enll)' cmporl' and in the living room below, where 

the space's height caught eye level dead center and cast it. to the 

borizon as £1001'··1.0" ceiling plate glass panels slid into fJoorpocke1.s. 

In spite of the unassumingvcrni1cular ol'the Hiehl House and the 

surreal disjunC'lions of the Tugendhat House, both slip from a 

foreground of restrained verdure to a background harnessed to a 

perspectival frame. There is a conspicuous thinness to bOlh ncar 

gardens and distant horizons because the residences' formal 

grasp squeezes both into submission and they lack reinforcing 

connections------spalial, visual, and hapt.ic-----thal \vould join them in 

a cohesive thickness. A linking middle ground does exist: the ex--

1.ensive park of Potsdam lies below the l\ieb1 House, and the dense 

cityscape of B1'no bustles beneath the Tugendhat J-louse. Yet, both 

drop away, overlooked. 

Al11'he more signifIcant, then, 1hat Mies slid the Farnsworth 

J-Iouse off the hill and onto the flat land abutting the l<'ox Hiver. 

Mies placed the Farnsworth House in the missing middle ground 

ofthc Hiehl and Tugendhat houses--a ground that offered neit.her 

the restorative calm of Potsdam's municipal woods northc familial' 

pattern of 131'l1o's urban fabric. The Farnsworth House relin

quishes its grasp on the landscape and opens like a hand in a river. 

The Farnsworth House's slide is less precipitous if we consider 

the residential cormnission that preceded it" a commission that 

signals a shift in Mies's understanding of b.ndscape mueh as I1T 

marks a development in his understanding of the steel frame. 
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3.4 

Site diagrams: Riehl and Tugendhat 

Houses, above, and Farnsworth 

House, be/ow 
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Mics fIrst came to the United Slutes on the invitation of Mrs. Helen 

Lansdowne Resar, a brilliant advertising copywriter and ar1 

collcctol' from New York City. Disappointed with the progress the 

architect Philip Goodwin was making on her family's vacation 

home and enthralled by the Tugendhat House. Helen Resol' ap" 

proached Mies through Alfred Barr at the Museum of ModernArt 

and eventually brought Mies to visit America in August 1937. 
Within a day of landing in New York City, Mies boarded a train to 

visit his new site: spanning a stream, on a ranch outside Jackson 

Hole, W:yoming. 

We do not know what Mies made of this abrupt transition: to 
suddenly fmd himself in a landscape that, if no longer wild, still 

possessed an untrammeled splendor. Apparently, Mies spent his 

days allhe site quietly studyinglhe effects of daylight and the views 

of distant mountains. His comments were restricted to clipped 

remonstrations against assimilating his work to that of another 
architect, particularly one that. had perched his buil ding high 

above a river on spindly stone piers. ]-lowever, in the voluminous 
portfolio that documents the project, two renderings stand out. 

Both frame a distant view, and in both Mies does something he 
has never done before in a residential commission: he records 

the view in photograph and then pastes it onto a starkly rendered 

architectural frame. Although Mies often montaged site photo
graphs to renderings of his urban projects, he routinely assumed 
the view from his residential commissions, abbreviating them as 

a single, abstract horizon line. Furthermore, both photograph and 

composition change from the fnst to the second rendering. 
Mies adapted to Goodwin's half -f1nished construction by es

tablishingservice blocks of fi.eldstone on either side of the stream 
M ill Creek, and then bridging between them at a second level with 

a main living space wrapped in cypress and relieved by floor-·to·
ceiling glass facingup and down the stream. In the fIrst rendering 

of 1937/1938, the interior appears in crisp graphite, the cruciform 
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columns of1.he Tugendhat Housc reappearing and diminishingin 

perspective to <llign wi1h diminutive steel window stanchions. 

Fixed 1.0 1he windows is a site pho1ograph, apparenlly shot from 

Goodwin's construction. its distant horizon line falling on the 

crossings of the column and stanchion perspective lines. Mies 

is imagining this space mueh like thc main living space of the 

Tugendhat House: a belvedere that frames a distant horizon. 

Differences are HlOre signifJcan1., however. Mics is now bridg-

ing over a landscape and taking its measure from a lofty prospect. 

Although describing a on(,,··poin1. perspective, the architec1ural 

frame divides the view into fIve panels: <1 central panel flanked by 

pairs ofnalTo\v and square panels. Because ofl'his separation, our 

eyes do not drive to the center, discarding the periphery as an 

inconsequential haze. /\ visual thickness accounts for a distant 

horizon. a middle ground o1'1'Jnch, meadow, and trees. and a fore-

ground offoliagc. In each case, Mies revises his European strate-

gies. The horizon line is no longer the line of release where earth 

mec1.s sky hut the line of the valley floor contained by mountains, 

and relieved only by a bend in the riverthal carries our eyes, per

haps, beyond the dense cover of evergreens. The middle ground 

rises from obscurity, linking foreground 10 background with 

1.he mute record of evergreens to the right and, across the stream, 

the hardscrahble workings of a ranch: rustic main house, half.-

11nishe<1 outbuildings, and ad boc dirt roads amonga sca1.1.eringof 

deciduous trees. 

This is disputed terrain. Civilization's advance is restricted to 

the tentative settlement o1'the ranch and is checked by the creek's 

waters, the forest's encroachments, and the mountains towering 

beyond. Perspective affords a grasp of a sort. focusing on the distant 

main house as if to empower its slapdash appearance; however, 

perspective proves as tenuous as the wooden bridge tha1. totters in 

the foreground. Turningto the outermost square panels, our eyes 

cut the horizon's tether and dart through the densc foliage like 
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Resor Hendel-illg, 1 

3.6 

I~esor Rendering, 2 
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barn sW<lllO\vs. \YJe have not quite landed; we hover. Ileturning to 

the bridge, we do not alight and instead slip through the bridge 

railing. which reprises the rendering's formal order, and we fall 

into the water's depths-immersed. 

The second rendering, completed in 1939 with the assistance 

of George Danforth and \YJilliam Priestly, heightens the tension 

between frame and landscape. The Tugendha1. in1.erior reappears 

and brackets the panoramic photograph of a mountain pass. No 

longer suspended above \vater, we face a waU of rock. The only 

human incursion is a pair of passing cowboys dwarfed against 

massive granite. The photograph is aggressive in its immersion: 

its point of view drops belO\v the foreground, its horizon line slaps 

against the mountainside and ricochets to the diagonal, its release 

restricts to the qualifled suggestion ofa bend in the pass <lt1:he upper 

left, and its depth is ambiguous. Only the horses establish a foot

ing in the middle panel, while distances flicker and feint in the 

right panels and foreground, middle ground, and background 

jostle in the left panel as if they might he experienced simultane·· 

ously rather than sequentially in depth. 

The panorama reinforces the strange depths of the two elements 

collaged in front, their colors overwhelming the photograph's 

subtle grays and obscuring the frame's fragile delineation. Awood 

veneersample truncates the bases of column and stanchion to the 

right and Paul [Gee's Cololfill Menl (1939) masks the column and 

stanchion to the left. The wood's grain and Klee's figures assert a 

vertical orientation to unmoor our eyes from a stabilizing hori

zontality. Our eyes w,mder in the grain's dense forest and drift in 

KIee's dream space where the detritus of a European everyday 

floats in calm distraction: peaked house, wine hoUle, nag, umbrella, 

forle medieval tower, dessert cup, tipped glass, woman's face ... 

It. is, f1l1ally, difficult 10 decipher the space of the architectural 

frame; its single line of column'll1d stanchion suggests anohlique 

view, while the rectang'ular shape of its ,vindow insists on a simple 
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Resor model 
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frontality. One point perspective allmvs a temporary purchase on 

this unfamiliar territory, but it concedes to an obdurate land

scape, an ambiguous materiality, and surreal imagery.)\n elegant 

frame, a dense site, and a block of maehined \vood will all rcap 

pear at the 1"ar11s\·\,or1h I-Iousc, their strange effects thickened <lnd 

filled. The Klec painting, owned by Helen Reso)', will not reap'

pear, although a kind of painting will. 

Hevcries of the American landscape oftcn betray the closing 

Jines of The Cnml, Cu/,sb.r: "For a transitory enchanted moment 

man must have held his breath in the presence of this continent, 

compelled into an aesthetic contemplation he neither under-

stood nor desired, face to face for the last time in history with 

somel,hing commcnsurat,e to his capacity for wonder." Betray, 

because most imaginings ignore the challenge of the intermediate 

clause----."Gompelled into an acs(he1.ic contemplation he neither 

understood nor desired" .. ·-and vision degenerates into a dreary 

apologia for Manifest Destiny. Sight complies wdh technology's 

advance ,IS perspective cl<lmps landscape into a narrow focus, 

and man's desire for (;on1rol conceals nature's paradoxical com'~ 

hinati on of plenitude and fmite reserves. 

Mies's Resor renderings present a very different landscape; a 

monolithic territory refuses man's dominion and the uni(ying 

thrust. of perspeetive splinters into a dispersal of sight. Having 

been swept aside by civilization's hot, rabid run, Mies no-w found 

himself in a landscape whose cool, colossal indifference over-

whelmed him yet again. Mies seemed to wcleome i1. Mies even 

seemed \vi1ling to accept that: his one surviving tool-·"·drawing

would be most effeet.ive in dcmonstr<lt.ing its ineffectiveness. 

TellingIy, the final model of the Hesor I-louse slips just. <lhove t.he 

water, as if inviting an incursion. 

How else arc we to explain it,'? Mies slides the Farnsworth 

House off the hill to within one hundred feet of the Fox River. 

True enough, an aneicnt black oak at the river's edge shelters the 
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Farnsworth House site plan 

(floodplain shaded) 
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house from the sun's southern rays. Yet the sun is not the most 

imposing natural force on this site, the river is. Alld the fmal po-' 

siti.on of the Farnsworth House, as Mics lene,,>', is wcll within the 

floodplain of the Fox River. Here, we fllld ourselves at the mercy 

of annual floods rather than reassured by the methodical plant

ings of a gardener, and the riverbank's forested rise blocks our 

view of the earth meeting the sky and, with it, an easy alliance of 

perspective and horizon. 

[~~_~1 

The broad northern elevation of the Farnsworth I-louse announces 

itself amid riverside oak, ash, and maple as ''lie approach from the 

east, crossing the clearing at the site's center. At present a well

kept lawn, the clearing was originally an unmown fIeld of matted 

grasses. Even now, the clearing drains poorly and is often boggy 

underfoot. Two rows of four columns raise the house fIve feet above 

the ground; the rows run east to west and are thirty feet apart, 

while the columns are twenty-t,vo feet on center. Steel C- sections 

clamp the roof and the floor into taut planes that extend fIve feet 

beyond the columns to the east and west. The main living volume 

glides between these planes, its wood core visible behind 1'1001'-' 

to-ceiling glass while minimal steel window stanchions mark-the 

centers of column bays and then drift beyond their logic at the 

corners. Surely, this exquisitely proportioned white steel frame 

celebrates the triumph of its manufacture and assembly against 

its unstable site. 

Looking more closely at the house, however, we are hard

pressed to support this assumption. Fo]' starters, we see so little 

of the frame, especially the horizontal frame. Construction docu

ments describe a primary floor and roof structure of steel beams 

running north-south with a secondal), system of concrete planks 

spanning the steel beams and running east · .. west. The house is not 
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Farnsworth House, 

north elevation 
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so forthcoming, both beams and planks rest within the depth of 

the perimeter C- sections while plaster ceiling and travertine 

flooring complete the concealment. The tautness of the cei ling 

and floor is obsessive. Plaster is troweled smooth . unmarked by 
expa nsion or control jOints. Travertine, of course, is marked by 
joints and graining. Yet where the travertine extend s to the porch 

and deck- and would, inanyother building. crown to shed \Vater

it lies dead level and drains to triangular basins nested within the 

depth of the C-section. 

Furthermore, what frame we can see, we cannot believe. Even 

a cursory glance at the columns dispels a clai m to st ructura l clarity. 

Miesd id not employ the minimal steelW - sections of the time but 

insisted on sections with a broader. morc pronounced flange. 

Though fu ll - bodied, the colum ns d iscourage our empathetic 

response. \Ve cannot tell how the columns anchor to the ground , 

because their concrete pier foundations are buried; nor can we 

see how the columns support the floor or roof, because they slip 

by the perimeter C-sections; nor can we und erstand why the 

columns terminate, because they seem to do so on ly with the 

afterthought of the roof's coping. The C-sections are similarly 

disposed: window mullions obscure their defl ning depth , and 

identical members support the roof and the more heavily loaded 

floor. This last bit of st ructural trickery dr:se rves additional ex

planatio n. In a fmal convolution, Mies's dssistant Myron Gold

smith supplemented the floor' s carrying capacity by enlisting the 

intermediate steel window m ullio ns as tensile members to 

co nnect the fl oor to the roof. While most glass wa lls hang outside 

a building's frame like a curtain and, like a curtain, adve rtise 

thei r nonstructural role, the Fa rnsworth glass wall tucks into the 

st ructure and its intermediate mullions are weld ed, secure in 

their st ructural role. The bouse, we must conclude, obeys neither 

the st ructural logic of varying loads, nor an empathet ic associa

t ion of vertical and horizontal , nor even the modernist decree for 
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separation of wall and support. There is a governing logic to this 

construction, however; we must look to the connections. 

In conventional steel construction, ironworkers connect mem

bel's by bolting or welding, or some combination of the two. 

Mies began with bolted connections at the Far nsworth House 

but discarded them. Welded connections afford more resistance 

to lateral loads. and weld ing technology had matured in Chicago 

during the Second World War. Welding also circumvented Mies's 

injunction aga i nst a nostalgic return to handcraft, a nostalgia in 

voked by exposed bolted connections that recall the physical act 

of tu rning a nut until it is secure. Mies favored welded connec

tions in his TIT projects : the famous corner detail at Alumni Hall 

featu res continuous welds ovel' twenty feet long. And here another 

problem must have become apparent. Welding also req uires a 

high degree of skill and, exposed as it is at liT. again reca lls hand 

craft, although of an industrial sor t. In any case, nei ther bolts nor 

welds are in evidence at the Farnsworth House. 

With one exception, all the exposed steel co nnections at the 

Farnsworth House are plug welds. Plug welding is an elaborate 

process: steel erectors fust drill the columns with holes at the 

beam co nnections and :ht the columns with erection seats; they 

then place the perimeter beam on these seats, shim the beam 

level, and clamp it secure; next, welders plug the vacant column 

holes. fusing the column to the beam; and finally, fin ishers remove 

the erection seats and sand all surfaces smooth. Cur iously, these 

connections require a sequence of operations that demand a high 

degree of craft, yet each operation disappea rs with the next. The 

mecha nical craft of the seated connection disappears with the in

dustl'ial craft of welding, the industrial craft of weld ing disap

pears with the hand craft of sanding, and the handcraft of sa nding 

disappears with its own operation. There is no glorification of 

technology in this curious sequence, just as there is no remnantof 

craft. To underscore this, the steel fabricators brushed the steel's 
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Plug weld procedure: 

connection prepared, 

beam placed, plug weld, 

connection finished 
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surface free of burrs and the fmishers painted the steel 'with suc

cessive coats of flat ,vhite enamel. 

The Farnsworth House does not glori.(y the industrial process 

of steel production and fabrication; it erases it. What the steel 

frame is need not concern us; the search fol' essences is quixotic. 

However, we can report what the steel frame does, and what the 

steel frame does at the Farnsworth House is approach the laconic 

splendor of a line drawing. Specifically, it is perspective drawing 

that crases any distraction from the persistent thrust of its pro

jecting lines so that the play of house and landscape can unfold 

unfettered. 
As we retreat from the house and walk from east to west along 

its northern elevation, a cascade of effects blurs distinctions be

tween building and landscape. Raw silk curtains enwrap sunlight. 

Annealed glass tosses back tmvny tree limbs, green foliage, and 

blue sky amid glimpses of the wood-clad core. White steel (never 

truly white) doubles in reflection and registers fleeting lighting 

conditions, more gradual seasonal variations offoliage, and creep

ing accretions of ground ,,,,ash and solar discoloration. And thi.s 

is only the half' of it. The floor's fIVe-foot elevation eclipses the 

horizon; weare submerged then, the floodplain DO longer a remote 

notation. The underbelly of the house drifts close. Grass and 

daylight give way to darkness, dank dirt, and faint scat smells. 

Sympathetic echoes abound: a mechanical trunk shadows the large 

black oak to the south; steel joists are lauooed with rust; concrete 

planks secrete moisture; and steel columns step with adjacent 

maples, trading coarse bark for fluting-a lurking underworld, 

one of shifting allegiances and strange participations. 

Above the deckto the west, allegiances collapse with the thrust 

of perspective and the parry of landscape. The porch frames the 

riverside oaks and maples with converging lines of glass wall to 

the left, columns to the right, and roof plane above. The porch 

shears the trees of trunks and crowns, leaving them suspended in 
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Porch from norLh Platform from east 
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midair. The trees counter. Especially when covered with leaves 

and in a light h1'ee7.e, the trees present our eyes with a flickering 

held or light and colol' that waves off the steel fnllne's request for 

a vanishing point or even a defming horizon line. OUI'vicw d~Ulces 

in shimmering foliage even as the steel frame fades i 11 cantilever. 

As we turn the northwest eorner, the house announces its 

methodical progression of enclosure. Drifting along the south·· 

ern elevation is an intermediate platform rimmed with the same 

C-section steel beams and nested against another line of columns, 

which halt .iust below the top surface of the platform. Si,Dpic 

enough: we will ascend stairs to a floor, ascend another set of 

stairs to a floor and a roof, turn to the left to open a door, and pass 

through a glass wall to the house's interior--each stage pulling us 

deeper into the play offrame and landscape. 

Vibrating underfoot in cantilever, the first stair suggests only a 

tentative sense of arrival, of having boarded a dock. Dead level, 

the pavers have a long dimension that rUrlS parallel to the rectan

gular platform; thus, they register perspective with a subtle per·· 

sistence, one that gives rise to a confluence of' perceptions. From 

the cast, the deck shears the trees that press to its far edge, plow

ing into the hillside. FrolH the west, the travertine's horizontal 

measure joins the vertical interval of column and stanchion 1.0 

blend with meadow and horizon, giving the landscape a defllling 

rhythm. Perspective's \veb lacks the enclosure of a celling and 

a second wall, however; the open southern edge slips as peripheral 

visual distortions intimate the river's potential for trespass. 

Travertine reinforces this instability, providing both the reassur

ingsolidity of its mass and the memory of its aquatic genesis in i1.s 

pronounced grain. Lest we miss this connection. as we turn to the 

river, we see that the travertine's grain also runs parallel to the 

river's flow. The platform is both dock and river. 

Mounting the second and more solid flight of stairs, we stand 

ill the porch. The porch frames a view with minimal means: 
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travertine pavers be-dow, plaster ceiling above, steel--framed glass 

to 1he right, and a lone column 1.0 the left (just enough to check 

lateral drift). Much as the travertine gathered the earth's varied 

associations, the plaster condenses those of the sky, mimicking 

its depth with ambien1.reflections. Set at nine and a half feet, the 

eeiling locates eye level close enough to the frame's cente1'to harness 

its projective force while reinforcing an upright stance. Yet the 

landscape again parries perspective's thrust, trapping it in the 

solid crease between the expansive lawn <md the forested hillside. 

]t is odd: as we climb to the porch and lose sight or the sky, we do 

not rise above the thick fJeld of vegetation, but descend deeper 

into it. Even as we turn to other views, the landscape's strangeness 

persists-a landscape that we are both removed from, examining 

from a distance, and thrown into, immersed. 

Turning, we enter the house, an interior that marks differences 

of outside and inside even as it maintains the exterior's material 

palette. The softer metal of the aJuminum door handle conforms 

to the hand and registers slight temperature differences bet\veen 

outside and insi de. Travertine pavers also respond to touch, rad j

ating heat from the hot water pipes buried in the deck below. The 

ceiling, subtlest of all, takes on a muter ambiance since glass 

transmits most but not all daylight and the plaster also reflects the 

warmer tones of the wood core. With this enclosure, the drama 

of frame and landscape intensifIes. Three additional elements 

support this production: window frame, core, and furniture. 

All reports to the contrary, the Farnsworth House does have 

walls. Steel stops clamp both sides of the glass, their slender sec·· 

hems revealed by a third steel inset that couplesthcm to the ceiJing, 

columns, and floor. These minimal jambs are familiar to us; they 

are the ubiquitous surrounds ofmodel'n paintings. Underscoring 

their installation are the only visible mechanieal fasteners in 

the house: scrc\vs secure the frames. The core, on the other hand, 

is a trickster that diffuses simple oppositions: alJowing spatial 
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Platform from west 

3.14 

Porch 
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GontilluitYl,vhile eS1.ablishingfunctional zones, housingmechan
icaJ systems ,,,,hile providingfor1'he body's most elemental needs, 

presenting a clear ort.hogonal form ,,,hile sliding eccentrically 
against the pavers, clad withelegant primavera while linked to the 

undercarriage by the toilet stack. Most important, the core shoves 
us to the perimeter of the house and upsets any possibility of a 

stable, symmetrically framed view, all the while reassuring us at 
strategic mornents with hori%ontal sight lines. The furniture 
counters the core's antics and supports the windows' frames. 

Given our tendency to prowl around the core, the furniture offers 

repose and establishes a reassuring sense of scale. Mies placed 
furniture in his plans with deliberation, and the furniture sets up 

particular views, each relatingto a different position orthe body: 
sitting atthe dining table. lounging at the f1re, standing in the gal .. 

ley kitchen, and lying on the bed. 
Now seated at the dining table, ,ve f1nd a reprise of the porch 

vista. Eye level is just below the house's horizon line, and, again, 
the joint oflawn~lnd forest. t.raps the frame'sthrust. Theforeshort

ening of the pavers' rectangular cut accelerates the view framed 
by steel bar stock. 

Much as the chair stabilizes the body, the bar stock stabilizes 

the view, especially at the corner, allowing our eyes to focus rather 
than drift in panorama. The lone column reinforces this strategy, 

breaking the horiwn's extension with its upright stance and di
vidingthe frame into two recognizable geometries, a large square 

frame to the right and a narrower st.acked double square to the left 
(this last dividing the view into lawn and forest). Thus framed, 

however, the horizon line no longer extends in width or in depth, 
and the hmdscape again drifts free. The column's lack of capital or 

base and the sympat.hetic coloration of the floor and ceiling rein '" 
force this drift-the more we concentrate on the landscape, the 

more floor and ceiling appear interchangeable. The lawn. its fme 
light texture resembling that of the absent sky, seems to trade 
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Plan 
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3.16 

View fl"Qm dining table 

(furniture placement is 

incorrect) 
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places 'with the darker, heavier forest, suggesting that ,ve may 

be upside down. With the logics of perspective and gravity both 

transgressed, the leaves, 1runks, and grass are unleashed 1.0 

ambiguous depths that shift ''''ith changes of light., mois1ure, and 

wind, The fleeting quality of these pcrccptions seems to flicker 

'with our eyes' darting search for a stable purchase. And the pro·

vision for sitting, for stabilizing the body during this unsettling 

experience, is crucial. 

This bccomes clear when we risc, walk to the fJJ'cplaee, and 

t.urn 1.0 face the leng('b of the house and the distan1. porch. A rush 

of glass refJeetions, hard steel, and dark water speeds by as our 

view careens into a slice of trees. Barcelona chairs squa1. by the 

fIreplace, braced by the eore and the wardrobe, whieh blocks a 

similar view fro)"):) the dining table. A prospect, then, calling out 

t.he house's most violent view as trees and hillside refuse its most 

sustained pcrspeetival thrust. Slumping into the broad luxury of 

the lmv·"shmg chair, close to the floor tha1. flips to the vertical em·· 

brace of the fireplace, ·we again fcel perspective's pull.. The joint of 

travertine and primavera leads om' view along a horizon line tha1 

is again scattered by forest. Yet a hel.pful measure is also apparent. 

The core's skirt blocks its own elireeti.vc. Stanchion, paver, and 

panel measure distance while registering changing atmospheric 

effeets-even the glass's reflections are no longer disconcerting. 

Ent.ryway and porch disarm the view by framing it hvice. The for

est now settles, no longer abrupt <Uld threatening, and our eyes, 

too, adjust. Like a chaperone's ruler, the house holds t.he forest 

to a respectful distance, and our eyes move forward, engage, and 

shuffle into a dance of iridcscenee. 

Eventually, om'view drifts to the left, toward the river. Columns 

and stanchions block ohliquevicws, clipping the horizontal expanse 

into discrete vertical segments that. broaden and decelerat.e as we 

turn 1.0 look straight at the river. Here the house drops away, and 

our vie,v relies on the landscape's measure of stacked borizontal 
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View from fit"eplace 
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hands: a foreground of grass, a middle ground of river, a hack·

ground of hill and forest, and a {'mal expanse of sky. No longer a 

solitary horiwlltalline, the horizon succumbs 1.0 the river whose 

power is more foreboding. On some days, the foliage's shifting 

depth infects this stacked landscape-the river seems closer than 

the grass. On other days, the river does pull closer than the gr2ss 

and swallmvs it. 

Rising from the chair and circling the core to its northern 

flank, "\ve enter the galley kitchen and a compressed version of the 

sitting area's trauma. Yet here the experience does not threaten 

since steel, travertine, and primavera measure the space, and the 

kitchen's narrow slot holds us secure. Overgrowth now hems in 

galley views to the east and west, yet early photographs suggest a 

different experience; the dense cover of the risinghill did contain 

the western view, but the eastern view opened to fields and framed 

a distant horizon of earth and sky. Unlike Mies's European rcsi·

dences, however, the farnsworth House brought intimations of 

inf111.ite extension to ground with the everyday workings of a fann 

and, closer to home, the mundane tasks of preparing food and 

washing dishes. Turning counterclockwise with our backs to the 

core, the distant horizon once gave way to the gradual rise of the hill 

and the encroachment of trees to the north and west, a transition 

accelerating, decelerating, and accelerating with the measure of 

steel, the vista moving from release to immersion in one fluid wave. 

As we walk the house, gathering views in different combina

tions and at different speeds, one view is conspicuously absent: 

the view of the horizon from the northern I'.one ofthc house, one 

that would skip across the water to the wooded bank and the ex

panse of sky. The core blocks this prospect through much of the 

house and the ceiling shears it through the remainder. The river 

dominates, ahody of water whose boundalTis always in doubt and 

whose current is never tempted. The house offers an expansive 
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view of the sky only oncc. ]fYOLl roll to the river while lying on the 

bed in the sleeping area, you can see it there. The view is clamped 

upright betwecn corc and wardrobe, as if you might walk across 

the water, erect and certain. Yet, too, close to sleep ... a dream. 

The Farnsworth House does not secure us a distant horizon or a 

garden's preservchutchallengesuswith immersion. Here, another 

landscape is framed, one that includes the salubrious arousal of 

sensation described by a guest who spent an evening in this same 

bed and awoke: "The sensation is indescribable-the act of waking 

and corning into consciousness as the light dawns and gradually 

grows. It illuminates the grass and trees and the dver beyond; 

it takes over your whole vision. You arc in nature and not in i1, 

engulfed by it but separate from i1.. It is altogether unforgettable." 

But: for this: midwestern light is not often brilliant, revealing a 

crisp, colorful surround, but is more often overcast, humid, ohdu·· 

rate, absorbing us in its density. And this, too: if the Farnsworth 

House divides land and "\vater into separate transverse views-the 

northern landward views thw'artingthe frame's search for release, 

and the southern water views stacking themselves into multiple 

horizons·-then the views along the length of the house lurch even 

closer. Water and land, like eye and leaf, negotiate an unstable 

division; they are subject to the Fox River's propensity for turbu

lent chaos as well as, on occasion, a fluid order. The house stands 

in the most volatile 7,One of its site-not removed as an idealized 

pavilion--··immersed like a stone barge. Our senses are charged 

with a libera1 ing awareness of nature's intoxicatingl"hickness, hut 

we are also cautioned with a disquieting sense of nature's suffo

cating embrace. The Farnsworth Bouse threatens to drown us in 
a flood. 
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View from bed View to river from north 
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But we do not drown, The Farnsworth Bouse always frames a 

view, constructs it, just as our vic\v or nature is always framed, 

constructed. Much oftwent.ieth-cen1urycriticaI1houghtis an ob

sessive diagnosis of these frames, and Mi.cD marshaled two of itD 

arch culprits: technology and perspective. Mies built. with glass 

and steel because they were a given, a technological achievement 

of his time that should not he avoided. But he would not idealiz.e 

them. Mies deployed perspective, but he seemed as wary of it as 

he was of technology. Above all, Mies sited the Farnsworth House 

so that nature disarms both culprits··----waters swirl below, ['orests 

press above, and strange sympathies flicker throughout···-and the 

house participates with nature as well as offers a vie'w of i1.. At the 

midpoint. of his torrential century, \vhen so much had already 

been lost by himself and so many others, Mies intimated thatfuTther 

losses were necessary if we were to save anything. ]j\ve could not 

erase frames, \ve could erase obvious falsehood, and then we 

might glimpse something closer to truth. As Mies intoned late in 

his life, "Hyou view nature through the glass walls of the Farns\vorth 

House, it gains a more profound SignifICance than if viewed 

from outside." 

One truth has emerged from the Farnsworth House. Mies 

positioned the house above the highest predicted floods: those 

anticipated once every hundred years. Yet in 1954. and again in 

1996, the river rose six feet above the one-hundred··year mark, 

breaking glass and destJ.'oying\voodwork. What neither Mies no]' 

Goldsmith could have anticipated was the increase in water 

runoff caused by development in the Chicago area, The National 

Trust for Historic Preservation bas recently purchased the 

Farnsworth Bouse, but rnust consider moving the house to higher 

ground. This is untenable·~"to move the house is to destroy i1.. Yet 

the alternative is haunting: a house, which testifIeS to our ability 

to look at all of nature with respect, now swallowed by nature run 

amuck through our willful ignorance. 
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Bibliographic Notes 

Four ess,lys guided me to\vard a more coherent understanding 

of the Farnsworth Bouse: Kenneth Frampton's "]n Search of 

the Modern Landscape·' underscored Mies's usc of the belvedere; 

Hosalind KTauDs's "The Grid, the ICloud/, and the Detail" sug·

gested a more complex understanding of Miesian space; H.obin 

Evans's "Mies van der Rohe's Paradoxical Symmetries" unveiled 

11ies's horizontal symmetries; and Bea1.riz Colomina's "Mies Not" 

Unked those symmetries 1.0 drawing and the hori7,on. 

Aro)) Vinegar, 111y colleague at the Austin E. Knowlton School 

of Architecture, graciously included me in his graduate seminar 

''I--Iorizons,'' <md our many conversations were invaluable to me. 

The reading list for this seminar included I.he writings of Denis E. 

Cosgrove, Kate Flint, David .Leatherbarrow, John Sallis, and Cor

nelius Van Pcursen. Leat.herbarrow's Uncommon Gl'Ou,nd. was 

particularly helpful in elarif}ling landscape relat.ionships of fore·· 

ground, middle ground, and background. 

Robert. Pogue Harrison's Fores!'s and Leo Marx's "The Arnerican 

Ideology of Space" provided me with a cultural context for the 

landscape strategies of the Fanlswor1h House while Barry Bergdoll's 

"The Nature of Mics's Space" brought Miesian landscapc to my 

attention in a forceful and coherent manner. 

My initial forays into Mies's building techniques included 

Williamll. Jonly's "The Laconic Splendor oflhe Melal Frame" 

and Colin Rowe's "Chicago Frame." When the house demanded 

a closer examination, 11urned 10 the documentation provided 

by the texts of\Verner Blaser, Edward H.. Ford, Dirk Lohan, }<'ranz 

Schulze, and 11aritz. Vandenberg. My reconstruction of the plug-

welded joints at the Farnsworth House are based onAlan Ogg's de

scription in Archi./,ec/./1.l'c inS/.eel., and my conversations with Glenn 

Johnson, of Dirk Lohan's offIce. Fritz Neumeyer's book TheArt,less 
Word and his essay "Mies's First Project" placed technkal issues 

within the context of Mies's evolving attitude toward technology, 
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For general biographical information and overviews of Mics's 

career, J referred 10 Franz Schulze's Mies van cler Bohe, A CrU:ical, 
13i,ogmph}" as well as Peter Blake's "Mics van del' Hohe and the 

Master of Structure," Phyllis Lambert's "Mies Immersion," and 

Terence Riley's "Making History." Cammie McAtee's "Alien 

4150143~5" provided me with background information Ol~ the 

Hesol' comrnission. 

The Duckett quotation is fromWilliam S. Shell's "Impressions 

of IVhes" Ch··<h). Mies's description of his Aachen dra\vings 

(omes from Franz Schulze's biography (15"-'16). Mies's siting of 

the Farnsworth lJousc comes from a Myron Goldsmith interview 

with Kevin Harrington as quoted in PhylliS Lambert's "Mies 1m .. 

mersion" (509nn~o, 33), The guest comment is from Maritz 

Vandenberg (2;3). Mies's description of the Farnsworth House 

took place during Christian Norberg-Schuh's interview, as re

produced in f'ri1.z Neumeyer's TheArt.less Word. (339)' 
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